OWNED LANDS ACTIVITIES REPORT – JUNE 2017
BULL RUN MOUNTAINS NATURAL AREA PRESERVE
2,350 acres in Prince William and Fauquier Counties
Summary of Spring Opening
With the help of four interns, the preserve was opened for 2017 on April 15th. The interns are either
currently in college or recent graduates of natural resource related programs. They work on the days
the preserve is open, Friday-Sunday, to help staff the ranger station, perform land maintenance tasks,
and assist the public.
The preserve has been open eight weekends this season and we have received 2764 visitors over that
time. The average three-day open period attracts 351 visitors with 46 (13%) visiting on Friday, 125
(36%) visiting on Saturday, and 180 (51%) visiting on Sunday. The most heavily visited day was
Mother’s Day, May 14th, with 293 visitors arriving in 108 cars. We are finding that the ratio of
visitors to cars is typically 2:1. Most visitors are happy the preserve is open and understand VOF’s
management goals. Some have even suggested charging a fee to enter to help visitors value the
experience. A couple visitors have objected to the change in hours because they feel the locals
should be able to visit at any time as they have previously done.
Each day has an average of three trains during the open hours. The vast majority of the trains sound a
warning before arriving at the crossing, but there are exceptions.
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We have had some incidents on the preserve that highlight the need for greater staff presence and
other security methods. There were two occurrences of vandalism. The first involved the destruction
of the civil war signage associated with the mill, but located outside their gate. The second involved
the destruction of our new entrance sign, which was then burned in the parking area.
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Bull Run Mountains Conservancy Use Agreement
In a letter dated April 6, 2017, the Bull Run Mountains Conservancy was given notice of VOF’s
intent to terminate their 2010 use agreement. That agreement has a ten-month notice period, so the
use agreement remains until February, 2018.
BRMC has been requested to operate their group programs on the days the preserve is open and to
work with VOF to address the site security and public safety needs of the property by collaborating
on a means to close the property when that is desirable. Staff has not received any communications
on these issues from BRMC.
Conceptual Development Plans
Staff is developing conceptual plans for a four-acre area that is located at the southeastern corner of
the VOF property which was held out of the natural area preserve designation. This area was
identified as the likely location for future infrastructure VOF might opt to construct to assist with the
management of the property and welcome the public. This area could be the site of the ranger
station, entrance to the trails, visitor parking, amenities such as toilet facilities and picnic areas, and
potentially the location of a future VOF office building. This location organizes those uses within a
defined area at the property corner to create a well-defined entrance area that also allows the ranger to
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greet visitors and supervise parking area and trailhead from one vantage point. The current layout of
the property has the main trailhead a half mile from the property entrance with the ranger station
located near the parking, but out of sight of the trailhead and the property entrance.

BRMNAP FRONTAGE AREA: the property corner is a half mile from the trail head.

The four-acre area is almost entirely covered by pines that were probably planted right after the
construction of interstate 66. It was a heavily disturbed area during the I66 construction process,
when it served as an equipment staging area. The corner also contains the vestiges of one branch of
Mountain Road that intersected with the former alignment of Route 55. That branch was abandoned
decades ago, but it is still very visible on the ground and was used as an alternate trail head until the
recent re-route away from the track crossing on this side of the preserve.
There are some challenges to the development of the four acres. It has poor soils and the area also
may lack sufficient site distance along Beverley Mill Drive for VDOT to issue an entrance permit.
These are issues we hope to address with DCR and VDOT. Once staff has completed preliminary
investigations re: cost and feasibility it will be able to make recommendations to the Board regarding
the merits of pursuing an entrance visitor area and/or VOF headquarters.

HOUSE MOUNTAIN RESERVE
876 acres in Rockbridge County
The trial date is currently set for July 20-21st in Rockbridge County.
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